ITALTIPICI
The production business area of the OH Group
www.dicarlotipici.it

The mission

Innovation respectful of traditional values and the quality of the
products in the Mediterranean diet

ITALTIPICI Srl operates in the production of packaged olive and seed oils, and, in
addition, produces and markets other typical products of the Mediterranean diet,

paying special attention to produce featuring typical Lucan products.
The company operates in its own production plant, in industrial area of Buccino
(SA), where the commercial and operational headquarters are also found.

About us
Commercial brand

Certificates of excellence

CAREFUL SELECTION
Since the 1950s we have been selecting the best produce paying particular attention to the
quality of the raw materials and the finished products within the European Mediterranean
area – where the olive growing tradition has its roots.
ORIGIN
Our oil is not always and/or exclusively Italian but its origin changes to ensure an
increasingly fresh and high quality product.

Our
know-how

100% OLIVE JUICE
Our extra virgin olive oil is an «extra juice», i.e. it is juice obtained exclusively from 100%
olives by mechanical means without the use of any chemical-physical process.
BLENDING
For decades we have been selecting the best olives to obtain a mixture of oils, the most
harmonious blend that is able to enhance every dish: a clever blend of technical skills and
talent; ingredients that make the blend a real work of art.
STORAGE AND PACKAGING
We want our extra virgin olive oil, as tradition dictates to be as freshly pressed as possible
(i.e. obtained just a short time before) and that its characteristics are protected. To protect
it from light and maintain its quality we use dark bottles, cans and TETRA PAK containers
for our extra virgin olive oil.

In 2017, ITALTIPICI accumulated a turnover of approximately 6,5 € million
TURNOVER DISTRIBUTION 2017
Abroad
10%

Numbers

Italy
90%

Extra-group
52%

 2,000,000 tonnes of oil produced
 5 packaging lines
 3900 pallet places in the warehouse
 Tasting room with 10 work stations

Group
48%

